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Abstract
Recently nuclear power plant becomes one of the impol1ant electric power sources to reduce the greenhouse gasses emission.
Nuclear reactor fuel consists of the uranium-235 eJ5 U) enriched uranium and produces the Iheml;1! energy via J1ucle.:1.f fission
process. Through the reactor opcrdtion. uranium-2]S (~U) fission also produces the plutonium- 239 e·wpu). which should be
strictly under controlled to avoid the diversion to the nuclear wcapon for it nonproliferation and safeguard. At this Imint. monitoring
oflhe nuclear power plant operation and its fuels exchangc have important role for the peacefulnuclcarcncrgy usage. [n lhis study.
we pnxluce the prototype of nuclear reactor monilor based on lhc plastic scintillator detecting al1ti~neUlrinos. which produced
thmugh the several times of beta-decay from the nuclear fission products. III addition. wc apply the rnonitoring peliormance
simulation assuming Ihe I ton size detector placed VCI)' closely lo [he reaclOr core.
Key words: Gadolinium loaded pla...;tic scintillator. Reactor neutrino detector. Reactor monilor
Figure I also shows lhe constiLuent ralio of the spel1l nuclear
fuel ancr the opcmtion cycle and -I % of 2WPtI will exist in the
spent fuel. Since plutonium i~otopc can easily extract and
purify via chemical process. plutonium inventory should be
striclly controlled to resLrict Lhc diversion to the nuclear
1. Introduction
Neutrino was discovered by F. Reines and C. L. COW<Ul in
1953 - 19590111 and the nuclear reactor was used as a source
of neutrino at that time. From the first ob.servation of the
neutrino. nuclear reactor is used as a source of anti-neutrino
(Ye) induced from the nuclear fission process.
Fresh nuclear fuel is composed of the uranium-235 enriched
uranium-oxide pellet: 2.'5U (3-5%) and ""u (95-97%) as
shown in Figure I. and generates 200 MeV of thcmlal energy
from the nuclear fission process. Decay products produced
from the uranium nuclear fission emit the anLi-neutrinos via
bela-decay processes until unstable radioactive product"i
become stable.
Through the reactor operation cycle. plutonium is pnxluced
from the uranium fuel bum-up through the following nuclear
fission process:
wcapon.
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Figure I Composilion ralio of the nuclear fuel components
bet-ore and after the reactor operation cycle.
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electron and emits the two y-rays. whose energy sum becomes
1.02 MeV. From the inverse-beta-decay reaction. we obtain
the allli-neutrino energy E;;; as:
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Figure 2 Ami-neutrino detection via inverse-beta-decay
reaction with the delayed coincidence met!l<xl.
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where Ee+ and ~L~ are positron total energy and visible
energy measured as prompt signal. Mn-M p is a mass difference
between the neutron and proton. Considcring the JXlsitron ma~s
and nucleon ma~s difference. anti-neutrino energy threshold
becomes 1.8 MeV and we can extract the anti-neutrino energy
from the measured visihle cnergy.
On the other hand. generated ncLUron c.:ollidc~ with thc
protons severaltimcs and gradually thennalized. then absorbed
with Gd and immediately emits the several y-rays with
tollowing reaction:
I1+Gd~Gd·~Gd+ 2: IS.
whose energy sum becomes g MeV in total. ThermatiLcd
neutron travels in the scintillator material around ::m ~lS in
average until absorbe(1 with Gd (0.1 %/w). thus we observe the
cOlTClated signal dclayed from lhe positron detection timing
with the energy sum of S MeV from the n-Gd capture reaction.
From the safeguards point of view. rcac..:!or nelltrino detector
comes lip as an integmtcd application of the reactor openuion
and Iluclear fuel monitor lIsing the large amount of penetrating
anti-neutrinos. which i~ required by Intemational Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEAlill.
Commercial nuclear power planl"i (3 G\V in thermal power)
produce the large amuunt of anti-neutrinos (2 X 1020 Y"e/s).
thus many reactor neutrino ex~riments usc the nuclear IXlwer
plant as a source of ami-neutrino. Recent reactor neLitrino
detector is based on the gadolinium (Gd) doped liquid
scintillator in order to achieve the large volume of
anli-neutrino target. slIlce anti-neutrino is deteclcd via
inversc·beta-decay reaction. ~+p-+e++n. tllUi'I detector
matcrial should be composed of the large amount or hydrogen
nucleus and also have a capability to detect the neutron signnl
efliciel1lly.
However. liquid scintillator is based on the nammablc
mineral oil and it will be difficult to place the inflammable
objects very closely to the reactor core from a reactor operation
safety point ur view. even the number of detected neutrinos
increase inversely with the square or the distam:e. In this
situation, we propose the new reactor monitor composed of the
Gd-doped plastic scintillator. Since plastic scintillator is based
on the non-Ilammablc stable material involving the hydrogen
nllciclIi'I. we will have a capability to locate ncar the reactor
core. On the other hand. Gd-Ioaded pla....tic scintillator is not
commercially available at this moment. Therefore we develop
the Gd-Ioaded plastic scintillator c.:oopcrJting with the
company.
2. Anti-neutrino Detection Method
Reactor ami-neutrino is detected via the inverse-bela-decay
reaction between the ami-neutrino and the hydrogennuclcus in
the scintillator:
~+p-+e++n.
then produce Ihe fXJ~itron (c"') and ncutron (n) .
In order to increase the detection efficiency of the ncutrons.
0.1 % of Gel is doped into the scintillator in a unit of weight.
since Gd ('55Gd ilnd l"Gd) has largest reaction cross-seclionlO
the thermal neutrons. Figure 2 shows the uetcc.:tion schcmc or
the anti-ncutrinos via inverse-bela-decay process. Pnxluccd
positron deposits its energy and tinally annihilates with the
To identify the anti-neutrino event and suppress the
accidental backgrounds. wc use the delayed coincidence
method: require the coincidence belwccn the posilron pmmpt
signal and n-Gd captured delayed signal within the 50 ~lS. \Ve
also rCtluire thc higher energy sum for the delnyed candidalc
signal corresponding to the n-Gd capture signal.
3. Bench-test of Test Sample
To avoid the difficulty or placing Gd-doped liquid
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scintillator with wCo v-rays (1.173 and 1.332 MeV) source.
Since scintillator size is not enough to confine the all y-rays,
we only observe the compton scattering signal from the y-rays.
In addition, this prototype detcdor docs not have enough
resolution to separate each v-ray compton-edge (0.96 and 1.12
MeV). we detem,in the measured ADC edge IXJsition as 1.04
MeV, which is a mean value of the two compton-edge
energies, as shown Figure 4.
'000
scintillator detector very closely to the reactor core for the lire
safety conccm. wc dcvclop thc Gd-Ioaded plastic scinlillator
even that is not commen.:ially available at this moment. Plastic
scintillator company Kuraray succeed to develop the
Gd-doped plastic scintillmor test sample: 22 em-length. 2
inch-cj> with doping the 0.1 % of Gd in a unit of weight. Emitted
scintillator light are treansport 10 the both ends of the
scintillator and read out by photo-multiplire tube (PMT). We
attach the Hamammsu H7195 2-inch PMT for both ends of
scintillator samplc and convert the scintillation light into the
photo-electrons amplified to be 106 Finailly we read out the
PMT analog outputs with REPIC RPV-171 16-channel. 12-bit
VMEADC (0.25 pC/count) converted to the digital data (ADC
count) and 16-channcl, 52 MS dynamic range of CAEN
V 1290N VME multihit-TDC (25 ps time resolution) to record
the time difference between the prompt and delayed signal.
Each VME module is controlled with the Sanri, SVA-041
VME board eonputer.
Figure 4 Energy calibration with ('{leo y-ray source for
experimental data (black) and simulation (red).
Finally we obtain the calibration factor as 352 counts/MeV
by fitting the compton-edge peak position. In Figure 4. we also
plot the simulated energy distribution with assuming the same
scintillator size but without considering energy resolution.
After calibrating all the PMTs. we proceed to measure the
pseudo anti-neutrino signal with Am/Be neutron suurcc.
Figure 3 Bench-test setup to measure the Gd-Ioaded plastic
scintillator test sample. 4. Background Study
Figure 3 shows the whole beneh test setup of the Gd-Ioaded
plastic scintillator sample with Am/Be pseudo neutrion event.
Cunecring the environmental backgrounds, scintillator sample
is surrounded by the 5 em-thick of lead and boron-loaded
polyethylene blocks to reduce the contribution from the
environmental radiation or neutrons mainly produced through
the muon nuclear spallation.
On the top side. we put the 43 em x 55 em 3 mm-thick of
muon-veto counter to SUptTeSs the cosimic muon background.
We set the 200 ~lS of veto-time after coming the muon signal
for the muon-veto counter.
With this setup. we calibrate the Od-loaded plastic
Before measuring the pseudo <Inti-neutrino signal with
AmfBe source. \\'e evaluate the environmental radiation
background with 3 inch-<p Nal(Tl) scintillation counter. Figure
5 shows the energy distribution measured with Nal counter
after calibrating the wCo y-ray source. From the Figure 5. we
observe the three major peaks. which come from the following
radioisotopes: ""K (1.46 MeV). 214Bi (1.76 MeV) and ""TI (2.6
MeV), laid 011 the llat muon background, which is estimated
from the other experimental result [31.
Since these environmental mdiations must be a background
for the prompt signal. it is desired to apply the cut for the
prompt energy: EllnMnpl > 2.6 MeV. to be free from the
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environmental radiation backgrounds.
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Figure 5 Envirollmcnt<ll background measured with Nal(TI)
scintillation counter (black) and expected muon background
measured al BESS experimcnl[3J.
5. Pseudo Experiment with AmlBe
For the bench lest of the prototype detector. we lise the
Am/Be neutron radioactive source as a pseudo signal of the
anti-neutrino event. Am/Be neutron source emits the correlated
y-ray and neutron via the following process:
a+ ~Be---+n+ 1~C' where americiulll emits the a-ray
(2~~Am--+a+2~~Np) and absorbed with the bel)'lIiulll target,
then decays into the neutron and the excited state of carbon.
which immediately emits the 4.3 MeV of monochrome energy
y-ray.
Figure 6 Pseudo anti-neutrino event with Arn!Be neutron
source.
\Vith these com:lated signal between the y-ray and neutron.
\ve use the Am/Be as a source or the pseudo anti-neutrino
event. where '(-ray is a prompt signal instead of the positron
and neutron capture signal becomes delayed signal in the
pseudo inverse beta-decay process. as shown in Figure 6. In
order to suppress the environmental backgrounds. we use the
delayed coincidence method and require the coincidence
between prompt and delayed signals aftcr coming the 2 to 52
~tS time \vindow. called On-timing data using multi-hit TDe
data. We <llso take the same 50 ~LS window size but diffcrent
timing corresponding to the correlated backgrounds what
comes al1er 60() !-AS from prompt signal. called Off-timing data.
Figure 7 shows the energy distribution of the prompt and
delayed candidates for both On- (gray) and Off-liming (red)
dat<l taking with the Am/Be pseudo anti-neutrino source. To
suppress the background rrom the environmental radiation. we
apply the following cuts t-()I" the prompt and delayed signals:
Prompt: 2.6 < EUt;I;j~~.,J < 7.7 MeV. Delayed: 5.5 < Epnl"up, < 7
MeV. where Eprurllll" and ~tdnyed denote the energy sum of the
prompt and delayed signal.
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Figure 7 Energy distributions of the prompt (Ieti) and delayed
(right) signal with the AIll/Bt: source for On- (red) and
Off-timing (gray) data.
From these ClitS. we select the 4.3 MeV of y-ray signal as
prompt candidate and n-Gd capture '(-ray signal as delayed
candidate. Since Ollr detector canl10t confine the all '(-rays
produced via positron or n-Gd caplUred process, there is 110
signifiul/lt peak III both prompt and delayed energy
distribution in Figure 7.
\Vith these cuts condition. we obtain the candidate of pseudo
signal of the anti-neutrino and apply thc fitting to the time
JilTercnce distribution after subtracting the Off-timing
background contribution. Finally we obtain the mean neutron
capture time of 23.7±3.8 ~lS with the Cd-loaded plastic
scintillator test sample. as shmvn in Figure 8.
Considering 0.1 lfo/\V (id composition. we will obtain the
~30 ~ mean capture lime frOI11 the other experiment l4). we
expect to observe the I1¥Gd captured signal and ohtain the
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pseudo anti-neutrino
scintillator.
candidates with Gd-Ioaded plastic results measured wilh Nal discussed at Sec. 4 and summarized
in Table I.
Table I Estimated background rate for I ton prototype scaled
from the Nal measurement
BG souree Rate
On liming
x'indf. 2829/21.00. 1.35
T. 23.74:1:3.83~"
ot111mlng
x'lnd'. 4$.46/21.00.2.17
""K (1.46 MeV)
214Bi (J .76 MeV)
"" TI (2.61 MeV)
Muon
16kHz
9.1 kHz
41 kHz
0.22 Hz (scaled from SONGS [5J)
Environmental radiation background has 2.6 MeV peak
from the 2°KrrI as maximum. \-ve optimize the cut position to
achieve the maximum signal to noise ralio (SIN). With
optimizing the cut position. we obtain the maximulll SIN with
Ef'IUI111:t > 2.7 MeV. as sho\vn in Figure LO. Finally we select the
Cllt !X1sition for prompt: 2.7< E,X\~np, < 8 MeV and delayed: 2.7
< Edd'l)'d < 8,) MeV. \Vc also apply lhe time difference cut as
1I < T < 50 ~LS to remove the muon decay events in lhe
dctecLOr.
OSlO 15 ~ ~ ~ 35 ~ ~ ~
Mlj.ls]
Figure 8 Time difference (6.l) distribulion between the prompt
and delayed signals with Am/Be both On- (black) and
Off-timing (red).
6. Large Prototype Detector Simulation
For monitoring reactor fuel exchange cycle. \\le assume the
111:'. 1 ton sizc of prototype detector composed of the
Od-doped plastic scintillator located at the commercial reactor
(3.3 GWth) very close to the reactor core. (25 m).
Figure 9 shows simulation results of the expected energy
distribulions of prompt and delayed signal by anti-neutrino
inverse-beta-decay reaction in the I ton size detector.
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Figure 9 Simulated energy distribution of prompt (left) and
delayed (right) with assuming the I {size detector.
Prompl signal has peak around the 2.5 MeV from lhe
positron related signal. Delayed signaJ has two main peaks
produced from the n~p or n~Gd capture processes, which emit
the 2.2 MeV or 8 MeV ofy-rays in Intal. respectively.
Background contributions are also estimaled scaling lhe
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We develop the Gd-doped plastic scintillator and tested with
Figure 10 SIN ratio Wilh prompt energy cul with assuming the
large deteclor volume uesign
With these cUls condition. we expect 10 obtain the number
of anti-neutrinos as 290±69 events/day with I ton prototype.
FUlther study is needed to consider the correlated
background from muon nuclear spallation and fast neutron
cOITeiated backgrounds as next step.
7. Summary and discussion
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the Am/Be pseudo anti-neutrino source. Even the sample size
is small but we obtain the neutrino candidates with the delayed
coincidence method. We also perform the simulation study
with assuming the 1 ton size of large detector prototype and
estimate the detected number of anti-neutrinos as 292±17
neutrinos/day.
To evaluate the actual backgrounds for the large detector,
now we are developing second large prototype of Gd-doped
plastic scintillator detector (,...,400 kg).
exchange or' plutonium removal sensitivity as around the 8
days observation by 1 ton size detector.
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Figure 11 Anti-neutrino energy spectra from 235U and 239pu
nuclear fission, convoluted with the inverse-beta-decay
reaction cross-section
Further study for the nuclear fuel monitor, plutonium
removal detection from the reactor core is crucial as a
safeguard application. To detect the plutonium removal from
the nuclear fuel assembly, we can indirectly measured with the
anti-neutrino reduction at the nuclear fuel exchange cycle.
Plutonium component produces smaller amount of
anti-neutrinos than uranium in the fuel after bum-up, as shown
in Figure 11. But in actual experiment, we only observe the
sum spectrum from each contribution of the compound nuclear
fuel assembly after bum-up. From the evolution of the nuclear
fuel through the reactor operation, generated anti-neutrino flux
gradually reduce from the both contributions of 235U reduction
and 239Pu increase. From the fuel composition difference
between the fresh and spent fuel, we will observe the growth
of the anti-neutrino flux after the reactor fuel exchange. From
this behavior, we can distinguish the removal of the plutonium
from the reactor core indirectly via anti-neutrino flux growth.
From the estimation with 1 ton size detector, we expect around
the 10% reduction of detected neutrinos, 263±16 neutrinos/day
from the spent fuel. Finally we estimate the nuclear fuel
